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Presentation Description

Discovering Your Potential: How You Can Make a Difference in Your Community

Larry Shockey and Race Bannon are considered by many to be accomplished community leaders. In 
this presentation they discuss what they've learned about leadership from their own experiences in 
BDSM, kink and leather. Their insights will hopefully encourage you to consider what impact, large or 
small, you could have on your own community. Topics include: identifying individual strengths, 
involving others, fund-raising and finding sponsors, developing a strategic overview, how to ask for 
help, and defining goals.

Social Sex in the New Millennium: a Fresh Paradigm for Public Play

The internet and now social networking have inundated newcomers to BDSM, leather and kink with 
pics, profiles, and the Reader’s Digest version of our lifestyle. Many newcomers have little or no 
exposure to the Whys and Wherefores of who we are, what we do, and why we do it.

“Old Guard” and “New Guard” now appear to be complemented by a newer, “What the Fuck” 
generation with not much use for rules, roles or protocols. Still, community play parties tend to be 
organized and produced by folks who pretty much follow “Old Guard” standards and principles.

Race and Larry, drawing from combined decades of experience in producing play parties, will explain 
how and why their approach has evolved and suggest formats for public play that represent a fresh 
paradigm for a new generation (or for anyone tired of the same old thing).



Larry Shockey Bio

Larry Shockey has been a member of the kink and fetish communities for more than fifteen years. 
During that time, he served as President of the Steering Committee for Leathermen’s Discussion Group 
for three years, as Chair for the planning committee for Leather Levi Weekends 2007 and 2008, as well 
as serving as a member of the Advisory Council for Leather Leadership Conference XII (San Francisco 
2008).

In 2007, 2008 and 2009, he organized and coordinated the BDSM demonstration area at Leather Alley 
for SF Pride. He has done public demonstrations on a wide array of play for the Stop AIDS Project, SF 
Citadel, The Society of Janus, LLW, LDG, the Ring, ACLC, Sacramento Valley Leather Corps, LLC, 
and the SF Leather Daddies, among others. He is now focusing his efforts on strengthening and 
enhancing the fisting community in SF.

In 2008, Larry began organizing weekend fisting retreats, known as Spring FFling. In September 2008, 
Larry brought a public fisting venue back to the SF sex scene for the first time since the closure of The 
Sling. Known as Hell Hole, this monthly play party, which focuses on safer-sex and drug-free play, has 
been widely and well-received by men not only in San Francisco, but from across the US and around 
the world.

Larry began doing programs on fisting in 2005, and has been a frequent presenter on that topic. In 
furtherance of his desire for educating others, in January 2010, the Handball Academy was born. The 
purpose of the Academy is to provide an educational setting where novices, the curious and those 
wishing to further hone and develop their fisting skills can come together in an informal setting among 
their peers to learn, share and grow. The Academy sponsors Novice Workshops, a 5 hour hands-in 
experience, and quarterly panel discussions, and hopes to implement a weekend Academy in the near 
future.

In June 2010, his booklet, “The Sacred Art of Fisting,” an outline of play, practice, and safer-sex 
techniques, was published, thanks to a grant from the Stop AIDS Project. A second edition is scheduled 
for publication in January 2013 in both print and Kindle formats.

In 2011, Larry and his partner Loy had the opportunity to begin producing Fist Fest in Palm Springs, 
and in 2012, they brought the Fist Fest weekend to Augusta, GA for its East Coast debut.



Race Bannon Bio

Kinky sex has been one of Race Bannon’s passions as a practitioner, organizer, writer, educator, 
commentator, activist and leader since his first explorations of the leather world starting in 1973. Since 
that time Race has ardently explored his own sexuality and encouraged others to do the same.  Race's 
belief in the inherent freedom to be who you are are in terms of sexual orientation and identity is the 
foundation upon which many of Race's community efforts have flourished.

Among Race’s accomplishments are co-founder of Kink Aware Professionals, a nonprofit service that 
refers people to kink-sensitive psychotherapy, medical and legal professionals (now hosted and 
managed by the National Coalition for Sexual Freedom); leader of The DSM Project that led to a 
beneficial change in the way the psychotherapy profession views kink; author of the best seller 
Learning The Ropes: A Basic Guide to Safe and Fun BDSM Lovemaking (Version 2.0 now available 
for Kindle); founder of Daedalus Publishing Company, the first publishing company dedicated to 
publishing nonfiction leather/SM/fetish books; writer of many articles on sexuality; former sex advice 
columnist; former producer and host of Bound To Talk, the first internet talk show about kinky sex; 
past Board member of NLA International and Avatar Club Los Angeles; co-founder of NLA Los 
Angeles; and member of Chicago Hellfire Club.

Race is currently the Board Chair for the Community-Academic Consortium for Research on 
Alternative Sexualities (www.carasresearch.org) (CARAS) and he sits on the Boards of the National 
Coalition for Sexual Freedom (www.ncsfreedom.org) (NCSF) and the Leather Hall of Fame 
(www.leatherhalloffame.com).

Race is prominently featured in the documentaries Vice and Consent and Out of the Darkness: The 
Reality of S&M. Race is regularly interviewed by the press as an expert on kinky sexuality and he is a 
popular speaker including as an event keynote speaker. He has been awarded the 2006 National Leather 
Association International's Lifetime Achievement Award, the 2010 Mister Marcus Hernandez Lifetime 
Achievement Award (Man) Pantheon of Leather Community Service Award, the 2011 Philip M. Turner 
Lifetime Achievement Award, and the National Gay and Lesbian Task Force's 2013 Creating Change 
Leather Leadership Award.

Public health is also an issue Race cares about and he has worked on many HIV prevention projects 
and was a core organizer for the first San Francisco town hall forum on hepatitis C that changed the 
direction of how the city treated hepatitis C as a public health concern. Race can be reached through his 
site at www.bannon.com where you can read his sexuality and relationship blog or through his 
www.racebannon.com blog site where he explores other areas of interest in his life. Race lives in San 
Francisco where he's been in a triad (poly) relationship with his two partners, Jim and Mike, for over 
16 years.



DISCOVERING YOUR POTENTIAL:
How You Can Make a Difference in Your Community!

Presented by Larry Shockey

I. Getting Started

A. Have Faith and Let Go

1. Overcoming Fear, Anxiety and Doubt

2. Why You? Overcoming Ego

3. Why Now?

B. Learning Your Strengths

1. How do you paint? Big vs Little Brushes

2. Limelight or back stage?

C. Deciding What You Want to Do

1. Figuring Out Just What Your Community Is

2. Deciphering the Needs of Your Community

3. Knowing Your Heart, Following Your Bliss

II. Individual -vs- Organizational Strategies and Goals

A. Identifying Possibilities: What’s Already Out There?

B. Working Within An Existing Framework

C. Creating Something New Within An Existing Framework

D. Creating Something New

III. Putting the Plan Into Action

A. Asking For Help

B. Forming Your Committee

C. Establishing Lines of Authority/Communication

D. Remembering Your Place in the Hierarchy

E. Finding Sponsors and Raising Money

F. Raising Money is Easy

IV. Some Basic Concepts

A. Keep Your Commitments

B. Be Open in Your Communications

C. Always Be Honest

D. Never Touch Beneficiary Money

E. Maintain Integrity

F. Surround Yourself With People Smarter and More Capable Than You



Social Sex in the New Millennium

A Fresh Paradigm for Public Play

Presenters:

Larry Shockey
info@handballheaven.com, www.hellholesf.com 

Race Bannon
race@bannon.com, www.bannon.com 

There has always been talk about "Old Guard" versus "New Guard" aesthetics and attitudes toward 
BDSM, Leather, and Kink, especially when it comes to play. Most recently, we find these two groups 
are complimented by a newer, more relaxed group of folks that don't much care for gear, rules, roles, or 
protocols. Nevertheless, for the most part, the community's play parties tend to be organized, 
sponsored, or produced by folks who pretty much follow "Old Guard" standard and principles. House 
rules, dungeon etiquette, monitors, lighting, equipment, dress rules, who plays with whom. Do we even 
call it a dungeon anymore, or is it a playspace – and if so, what is the difference?

In this seminar, Race and Larry, who have separately been producing play parties for many years, will 
explore their journey, explaining how and why they've evolved over the years, suggesting formats for 
public play that represent a fresh paradigm for a new generation, as well as for a previous generation 
who may just be tired of the same old thing or ready to try something different. Race Bannon hosted his 
first play party in 1975 for 300 of his closest friends. Since then he has created or attended more parties 
than he'd care to count.

Most recently, Race and his friend Joe Gallagher, have been periodically hosting private BDSM play 
parties in San Francisco. Race also hosts smaller, private sex and play parties occasionally. Larry 
Shockey has been associated in one way or another with creating play parties and hosting educational 
sex-oriented events through Leathermen's Discussion Group, Leather Levi Weekend, and the Bay Area 
Leather Alliance, and for the last few years has been hosting private, by invitation only, monthly fisting 
parties. In 2011, Larry and his partner Loy began producing Fist Fest in Palm Springs, and in 2012 they 
brought the Fist Fest weekend to Augusta, GA for its East Coast debut.



Social Sex in the New Millennium

A Fresh Paradigm for Public Play

Play Party Planning Checklist

This document can serve as a checklist starting point for anyone planning a play party. Its purpose is to 
generate thinking about the various aspects of creating a good play party, but does not contend to be 
all-inclusive.

Ask yourself the questions listed below each play party topic in order to ensure that you have given 
adequate thought to each aspect of your party. Add to the questions as you see fit to adapt to your 
particular situation. The questions are generally pertinent to a party created by an individual, group of 
people or an organization.

Motivation

• Why do you want to have a play party?
• Will creating the play party be fun for you?

Type of Party

• What sort of a party do you want to have?
• Do you want your party to make a profit, cover costs or are you absorbing all costs?
• How much control do you want over who attends your party?

Organizers

• Who will organize the party?
• Do you want to ask for assistance in planning the party?
• If more than one person will be planning the party, who will do what?
• If more than one person will be planning the party, what is the minimum number of people you 

need to create a good party?
• Do the various personalities of the organizers mesh?
• Do all of the organizers have the same vision for the party?
• Do all hosts have the same motivation, or at least motivations that blend?
• Will organizers cover upfront costs or will they be handled in other ways?
• Who is responsible for what?
• Who will set up, teardown?
• Who will bring what, buy what?
• Do you need to ask for volunteers?
• Would you prefer to ask for volunteers directly to individuals rather than put out a broad request 

for volunteers to ensure cohesion?



Guests

• Do you want to invite people directly?
• Do you want to advertise your party to a specific group of people or to the general kinky 

public?
• What mechanism will you use to capture and track the people you invite and who will be 

attending? Spreadsheet? Database? Contact management service? Other?
• If sending invitations, how will they be sent? Email (does the email provider allow an adequate 

number of outgoing messages)? Printed invitations (do you want to print the address of the 
party or not)?

• How much effort do you want your guests to go through in order to gain party entrance?
• How will you ensure that your guests are of legal age and an appropriate fit for your party?
• If you want some detailed information about your party guests prior to extending an invitation, 

how will you get that information?
• Have you planned for how you'll handle situations where you might have to turn down a request 

for a party invitation?
• Will your party be all male, all female or pansexual? Must attendees be of a certain orientation? 

Are you prepared to defend your decision?

Party Size

• How many people do you want at your party?
• Does the space in which you'll have your party constrain you to a maximum number of people?
• Have you factored in the likelihood that a certain percentage of those who said they will come 

will not?
• Are you keep the party to the size where it will be fun for you, but still easily manageable.

Invitations and Follow Up

• Will you send out invitations? How? Emails? Mail? Web-based invitation service?
• Have you carefully drafted your invitation wording including all of the information someone 

being invited might need to know to determine if they want to attend? Have you included all of 
your party rules and guidelines in the invitation?

• Should it be prudent, have you been careful not to reveal the actual location of the party, but 
have you given the general area in which the party will be held so those invited know 
approximately where it will be?

• How will you track RSVP responses, or will you?
• Does it make sense to send out a first wave of invitations, assess the response, then send out a 

second wave?
• If sending by email, does your email provider allow you the number of outgoing emails you'll 

need? Should you set up an independent email address, perhaps on gmail? If sending to more 
than the maximum your provider allows, should you set up multiple email addresses or send 
them out over a few days time?

• Do you want to use the exact same invitation for everyone or do you want to be able to 
customize an invitation being sent to certain people?

• When sending invitations, is your party such that you want those invited to keep their invitation 
secret and not discussed with others? Might this avoid some bad feelings in your community?



• If you're allowing those invited to bring a guests, what are your parameters? Should they only 
bring people they've actually played with? Or seen play? Or personally want to  play with?

• If your guests want to have an invitation extended to someone, have you given them directions 
on how to do that? Will you require that they contact you before the invitation is extended?

• Have you created the mechanism by which you'll alert those attending to the actual address of 
the party?

• Since not everyone is good about calendaring events, are you going to send out a reminder 
email a few days before the party?

Substances

• Have you decided on your policy up front and put that in every invitation.
• Are you prepared to confront someone at your party who you suspect being under the undue 

influence contrary to your party rules?

Play Space

• Do you need to rent a space? Will your home or someone else's home do just fine?
• Does the space come pre-equipped or not? Does it matter if it's equipped?
• Is having a particular kind of space important for this party to be successful?
• Are you placing the most focus on the people attending the people versus the play space?
• Have you given enough details about the space in your invitation so your guests know what to 

expect?
• Does any big equipment or other big items need to be brought in?
• If you decide to bring in equipment, will this complicate the project? Will it require you to have 

assistance to run the party?
• Have you done a quick mental cost/benefit analysis regarding equipment? Is it necessary for the 

type of play you want to foster?
• Have you done what you can to keep the party planning and operations as simple as possible 

while still meeting your needs?

Music

• What type of music will you play?
• Are you going to play music without lyrics (because most people find music with lyrics 

distracting)?
• How will you play music for the party? iPod? Other?
• Have you planned for enough music to play nonstop so that you don't have to worry about the 

music once it's started?
• Have you checked the sound system at the venue ahead of time?
• Do you have clear instructions on how the sound system at the venue works?



Food and Beverages

• Are you going to have food at your party?
• Have you taken into consideration that any food you have at your party might need to 

accommodate people whose hands have been “busy?” Can you have food that's packaged 
individually?

• Have you purchased enough water for the party? Will you have other beverages?
• Are all of your beverages in break-proof containers?
• Who will supply food or drink? Is there setup or cleanup involved and who will do it?

Safer Sex Supplies

• Have you decided on your specific rules around safer sex, if any? Have you included those rules 
in your invitations?

• Do your rules give everyone the opportunity to play as safely as desired, no matter your 
individual preference?

• Have you decided if you're making safer sex supplies available or asking your guests to bring 
their own?

• If you're making condoms and gloves available, do you have enough?
• Have you considered any lubricant to be available to be packaged in pump or other types of 

containers that discourage double-dipping?
• Are paper towels, cleaning and decontamination supplies available? Have you encouraged your 

guests to clean up after themselves?
• Have you directed your guests to bring their own lubricant and safer sex supplies if they prefer 

certain kinds?

Party Rules

• When you've created your party rules, have you tried to keep them to the smallest number 
possible since simplicity ensures they're more likely to be remembered?

• Have you sent your guests the rules ahead of time and asked them to take the time to read them?
• Have you considered all aspects of your rules and party guidelines such as having respect for 

people's spaces, keeping voices low, discussing status and safety issues with your partners if 
appropriate, bringing a towel for showering, and douching ahead of time if you expect butt 
play?

• Do you have the rules printed out at the entrance to your party for anyone who might not have 
already read them ahead of time?

• If your party is big, have you considered posting your party rules around the play space?

Release Forms

• Is a release form appropriate for your party?
• Have you procured a good model release form and modified it to suit your needs?
• Do you have access to an attorney who might be able to review your release form to ensure 

maximum protection?
• Have you asked your guests to sign, date, print their name, and include their email address so 

you have them for your records?



• Have you considered sending the release form PDF along with the invitation email so that 
guests can print, read and sign the forms ahead of time to speed up entrance at the door?

• Do you have enough release forms copied at the entrance to ensure everyone that needs to sign 
one can?

Volunteers or Hired Help

• If you need assistance with the party, have you asked for volunteers?
• Have you thought of all the situations for which you might need volunteers? Door? Setup? 

Teardown? Cleanup? Monitors? Door check?
• Have you made arrangements for backup volunteers should anyone not show up?
• Do you need to hire staff of any kind?
• If you need party assistance, have you considered asking a local club or organization to help, 

perhaps in exchange for part of the door receipts?

Clothes Check

• Does your party need a clothes check?
• Can you get away with simply asking people to stash their clothes or toy bag somewhere rather 

than a clothes check? If so, are your guests aware that their stuff is their responsibility?
• Do you have paper or plastic bags in which your guests can put their stuff?
• Do you have a way to mark any bags with a number and a way to give your guests the number? 

Will you write the number on them in washable marker?
• Have you encouraged your guests to limit the number of valuables they bring with them to the 

party?

Starter Scenes

• Have you considered asking certain people invited to start playing early to act as starter scenes 
to get the action going?



Play Party Tips

by Race Bannon (www.bannon.com)

Originally published in Instigator Magazine (www.instigatormagazine.com)

During my many years in this twisted and kinky scene of ours, I've attended a lot of play parties. Some 
good, some bad, some great. I've also put together a lot of parties and have learned what works and 
what doesn't, at least for me and my circle of play buddies. So in the interest of promoting good sex 
and play gatherings everywhere, here's my take on how to create a good party.

My perspective on this topic stems most recently from parties that I occasionally host with a friend of 
mine, Joe Gallagher, but my first sex party (for 300 men) I put together in 1975. There have since been 
dozens of parties I've been part of creating and a lot more that I've attended. I'd like to think this has 
brought with it some wisdom and insight.

I see play parties falling into one of three categories – parties with a profit motive, parties that cover 
costs, and hosted parties. I'm going to focus on the latter because I consider hosted parties among the 
most successful and because they're easier to create. However, most of what I mention here can be 
applied to any type of play party.

Hosting a successful play party is more art than science. With that said, here are what I consider the 
most important elements and considerations for a successful party. No two situations are alike, so 
please adapt what I have to say to your individual needs.

Fun. Before you do any party planning, remember it's about having fun. Specifically, it's about you 
having fun, as well as your guests. Too often hosts lose track of the fun aspect and get caught up in the 
logistics, with the initial reason for doing the party getting lost. If you don't keep your own need for fun 
front and center throughout, you're just not going to enjoy it.

Why hosted? Hosted parties are those with all associated costs taken care of by the hosts. Those 
attending pay nothing. Why is this desirable? Because it means you have complete control over the 
party with no one feeling any entitlement to offer improvement suggestions, invitation list additions or 
other adjustments to what you envision as the ideal way to run your party. Believe me, this is a big 
plus. A variation might be having an optional donation jar to help defray costs. Of course, I know some 
situations will require a fee. This will heighten the legal issues to consider, increase the complexity of 
the arrangements, and possibly give those attending the green light to feel entitled to their two cents 
about the running of the party. None of these are insurmountable, just complicating. I'm big on 
simplicity and ease, so I stick with hosted.

Choosing Hosts. Will you host the party alone? If not, and you decide to take on one or more co-hosts, 
choose carefully. Make sure you see eye-to-eye on everything or your vision may be diluted to the 
point where you're not enjoying the process or the party itself. My experience is that the more folks 
involved in mounting a play party, the more concessions result. Party expenses may dictate the 
necessity to share costs across more than one person, but when possible I strongly suggest you keep the 
number of hosts to a minimum. Things just run smoother. 

Invitation List. This is where my perspective on play parties might get a bit controversial, especially to 
those who believe in complete inclusion in all things kinky. I do not think open parties are generally as 



successful as private parties. And by private I mean a tightly controlled invitation list with the hosts 
standing firm not to invite someone because they feel pressured to do so. This means you're likely to 
not invite some people you consider friends. They may not fit with the style, mood or type of play 
you're trying to encourage. This can get tricky. Be prepared to turn down someone who asks for an 
invitation. This is rough and not easy to do, and can lead to some awkward moments, but the proper 
mix of people at a party is ultimately what makes the event successful. I recommend you compose, 
ahead of time, a standard diplomatic response to make such rejections land as softly as possible, but 
don't give in, ever. You'll be sorry if you do. Remember that the most vital element of a party is the 
men. The men ultimately make or break a party.

Size. Keep the size of your party manageable. Manageable also means that you can play at your own 
party. The bigger the party, the more likely you will have to address issues as they arise. Keeping the 
party big enough to foster the play and atmosphere you want while also allowing you to enjoy the fun 
is important. Only you know what size will work best. The party location and space may also dictate 
certain size limitations. Unless your party is quite small, or you're the most brilliant party planner 
around, I guarantee some of the guys who said they're coming won't show up. What percentage? It 
varies, but I've found it ranges from 10%-20%, sometimes even more. Build this into your planning.

Invitations and Follow Up. While it takes a bit more work, I recommend direct email invitations 
rather than utilizing an online invitation service. It tends to give you greater control over who sees what 
and you can customize responses to people when necessary. I track all invitations on a spreadsheet with 
their responses and detailed notes when helpful. Feel free to prioritize your invitation list and send out a 
first wave of invites. If you get enough responses, you're done. If not, you can send out the second 
wave. I also recommend you tell everyone you invite (and remind them regularly) to keep the party 
entirely to themselves. Tell them if they want to bring someone, to check with you first before they 
mention it to their friend. This avoids hurt feelings if you decide not to invite them. Another good 
guideline I use is to tell everyone invited that if they do want to bring someone it has to be someone 
they want to have sex with. That seems to automatically stop anyone from inviting a close friend who 
might not actually fit in with the atmosphere of the party. Try to include all of the information about the 
party ahead of time so everyone is fully informed. The only exception to that might be the location if 
you're concerned about disclosing that information too early. In the invitation you can give the general 
location and tell those who confirm they're attending that you'll send out the location the day before the 
event. Only you can know if this sort of caution fits your situation. Also, send our a reminder email 
about a week before the event. You might be highly organized, but many guys aren't. They need the 
reminder.

Substances. I'm no substance prude (drugs or alcohol), but when I host a party I make it clear it's not a 
“partying” crowd. Realistically, I know some guys will enhance themselves with a couple of drinks, pot 
or whatever, but I do not tolerate messy or tweaked out players. I'm not making a judgment here, but 
these are my parties and I get to exclude whoever I want. Please feel free to do the same.

Playspace. The space and how it's equipped is probably the next most important component after the 
selection of the men. If you're lucky enough to have access to a well-equipped dungeon and you're 
having that kind of party, great. However, don't let the lack of such a space stop you. I've seen some 
amazingly successful parties happen in hotel rooms, people's homes, or raw empty spaces, even when 
BDSM scenes were involved. The important thing is to invite the right men and they will figure out 
how to play in whatever space you give them. Make sure to give some details about the space in your 
invitation so your guests know what to expect. If you decide to bring in equipment, this will complicate 
the project considerably and probably mean that some assistance will be required. Do a mental 



cost/benefit analysis regarding equipment. Is it necessary for the type of play you want to foster? If it 
is, great. If not, create a simpler space. It's your party and you get to create the space you want, but the 
simpler you can keep it the happier you are likely to be.

Music. Almost everyone I know of likes playing with music in the background. Opinions vary, but one 
consistent comment I've heard is that guys generally don't like music with lyrics. It's distracting. I think 
low beat ambient music tends to be the best, but choose what works for you. Load up your music 
player with hours of music. Start it and let it play all night. You don't want to have to concern yourself 
with music management during the party.

Food and Water. I don't happen to think food and sex go together well, particularly in a group setting. 
Having lots of water around is always a good idea. Inexpensive bottled water tends to be the easiest to 
deal with. If you do decide to have some sort of munchie, I recommend anything that comes 
individually packaged. That way you don't risk greasy paws handling the food others might eat.

Safer Sex Supplies. I prefer parties without lots of rules. I don't like telling adults what kind of sex 
they can have with each other, but I always like to give everyone the opportunity to play as safely as 
desired. So I make sure plenty of condoms and gloves are available. I prefer to not have large 
containers of greasy lube available should guys double dip and cross-contaminate. Pump bottles tend to 
be better. If guys need the greasy stuff, I tell them to bring their own. There's nothing wrong with 
telling your guests they should bring whatever lube and safer sex supplies they need. This eliminates 
one more thing you have to think about and they can bring their favorites. However, I do think having 
some condoms and gloves around, at a minimum, avoids anyone feeling pressured to compromise 
whatever level of safety they've deemed appropriate for their needs.

Party Rules. Speaking of rules, try to have as few as possible. Simplicity ensures they're more likely to 
be remembered. Send your guests the rules ahead of time and tell them to read them. Some common 
rules are: respect people's space, keep voices low, discuss status and safety issues with your partners if 
appropriate, bring a towel for showering, and douche ahead of time. Create whatever rules you need, 
but make sure to send them to everyone before the party. Having them read the rules ahead of time 
speeds things up at the door and ensures they have plenty of time to read all of the rules. You can have 
the rules printed out at the door for anyone who might not have already read them.

Release Forms. Even for small play gatherings, I recommend release forms. These are short 
documents that each attendee signs and dates that releases you from liability should something 
unforeseen happen. I'm not going to offer any legal advice here, but you can probably ask around and 
get a release form from someone that's been vetted by an attorney. Send your guests the release form in 
PDF format along with your invitation and have them print it and sign it ahead of time. This speeds 
things up at the door. You can have a few printed forms at the door for those who might forget to bring 
it or who brought along a last-minute guest (who you've approved of course).

Volunteers. Don't hesitate to ask for volunteers to help with a party. If you need guys to be stationed at 
the door or help clean up, ask. When you're hosting and no one has to pay to come to your party, it's 
pretty easy to find volunteers.

Clothes Check. Whether to have a formal clothes check at your party depends on the size of the party, 
its configuration, who's attending, and so on. I typically choose not to have one and simply encourage 
guys to be prepared to strip down and stash their clothes in their toybag or a corner somewhere. It just 
makes logistics easier. Tell them not to bring valuables. If you do have a clothes check, you'll need 



someone to staff it during the entire party. Large trash bags that can be easily marked with a number 
seem to be the preferred mechanism for checking clothes at parties. A good tip is to write the number of 
the bag on the arms of attendees using a washable marker. That way they can't lose their number.

Starter Scenes. This might sound a bit contrived, but it works. Ask a few of the guys you know well 
who are attending the party to come earlier in the night and commit to diving right in and playing. 
Having at least 2-3 scenes already happening when most of the guests arrive jump starts the action. 
Even experienced pigs can be shy when it comes to being the first to play. This eliminates that problem 
and gets the party started sooner.

Here comes the disclaimer. Ultimately, your party is your party. Do it your way, even if you take a 
different approach than I might. I just hope reading what I have to say about parties helps you create 
great parties of your own. After all, we're in this scene to have a good time. And having a good time 
with each other at play parties, small and large, is a little piece of the magic that keeps us connected. I 
think our collective sexuality is one of the most beautiful aspects of what we do. Play hard men!



April 2, 2011

I understand that <Your Party Name> is a <BLANK> party for gay and bisexual men, and that fisting consists of the insertion of the human hand into the  
anus of another person. I am not offended by male nudity or by sex between men. By my signature below, I certify that I: 1) am at least 18 years of age; 2)  
attend this event on my own free will; 3) I understand and acknowledge that fisting and other activities at Hell Hole have inherent dangers that no amount of 
care, caution, preparation, or expertise can eliminate, and I expressly and voluntarily assume all risk of harm of any kind, including but not limited to emotional  
harm, personal injury, infection, disease, or death sustained as a result of participating in Hell Hole, whether or not caused by the negligence of the released 
parties listed below in paragraph 4. I understand that such consequences may result not only from my own actions, inactions, or negligence, but may be caused  
by the  actions,  inactions,  or  negligence  of  others,  the  procedures  and  techniques  of  play,  the  conditions  of  the  premises,  or  because  of  equipment.  I 
VOLUNTARILY ASSUME  ALL RISK,  KNOWN  AND  UNKNOWN,  OF  INJURIES  HOWEVER  CAUSED,  WHILE  ON  THE  PREMISES, 
WHETHER  USING  THE  FACILITIES  OR  NOT,  EVEN  IF  CAUSED  IN  WHOLE  OR  IN  PART  BY  THE  ACTION,  INACTION,  OR  
NEGLIGENCE OF THE RELEASED PARTIES TO THE FULLEST EXTENT ALLOWED BY LAW; and,  4) indemnify and hold harmless Hell Hole, 
Handball Heaven.com, Mr. S Leather, their employees, officers, volunteers, sponsors, presenters, agents, vendors, and any and all affiliates of above named.

PLEASE NOTE: This form complies with the requirements for a release in CALIFORNIA. If you reside in  
another state, you should have someone with a legal mind review the language to make sure it complies with  
the requirements of the laws of the state  where you reside.  (Edit  this  language out  before you use this  
release.)

PRINT  NAME SIGNATURE



Sample Hosted Party Invitation Email

Subject Line: Joe Gallagher and Race Bannon Invite You to a [DATE] Play Party

Email Body:

Joe Gallagher and Race Bannon are hosting a sex/play party on [DATE] and you’re invited. A 
bunch of hot men like you are being invited. If you come you can expect a great mix of men with 
interests ranging from basic pigsex to BDSM to buttplay and more.

There is no fee to attend this party. Joe and Race want you to be their guests.

Joe and Race want to be able to play at their own party, so this is a very “self service” party. That 
means they’re providing a dungeon/playspace filled with sexy men and you provide the rest. The 
only items Joe and Race guarantee they’ll provide are bottled water and paper towels. You need 
to bring anything else you might need to play (lube, gear…anything you need). Do not expect 
any other items being available at the party except dungeon equipment and sexplay spaces (and 
men!). Facilities are limited. So if you’re planning on fucking/buttplay, arrive at the party with 
your butt prepared for play. You might want to bring a bag or something to put your clothes in 
(there will be no clothes check).

You’re being invited because we consider you an adult who can manage your own sex life as you 
see fit. So there will be no sex/play monitoring or oversight at this party. We assume everyone 
negotiates with whoever they’re playing with and takes personal responsibility for their sex/play 
in any and all situations.

This party is invitation only. If you want to bring one person along, let Joe and Race know and 
make sure they’ve signed and dated a release form to bring along. If you want to bring more than 
one person, or you know of some hot men that might add to the mix of play, contact Joe or Race 
before extending an invitation to them (space is limited). Please don’t mention the party to 
anyone or extend an invitation to anyone before checking with Joe or Race.

Since the party space size is limited to a certain number of men, Race and Joe can’t promise to 
accommodate every invitation request. We also vary the size and focus of our parties. So we 
don’t always invite the same men each time.

[DAY] – [DATE]
9:00 p.m. To 3:00 a.m.

[ADDRESS]
Please enter and leave quickly and don’t linger by the entrance.

Doors open only from 9:00 p.m. Until 11:00 p.m.
Party ends when it ends (perhaps earlier than 3:00 a.m.).

If the type of play you want to do requires your scene playspace be well lit, then please plan to 
arrive early since we typically dim the lights in the main space when the atmosphere seems right 
for that.



We could use some help at the front door in half hour shifts from 9:00 p.m. to 11:00 p.m. If you 
can help out, let us know.

Please RSVP to this email with your name, your email address, and one of these responses if  
you definitely will or may attend:

I will definitely attend.
I may attend.

If we don't hear from you at all, we'll assume you aren't coming.

If you received this email and your partner/boyfriend didn’t, it probably means we only had your 
email address on our party list. Assume the invitation is for both of you and RSVP with both 
names, email addresses and attendance responses.

Attached to this invitation is a PDF party release form we’d like you to print out, sign and date 
and bring along with you to the party. Everyone must complete and drop off at the party a signed 
and dated release form that includes your email address.

We hope to see you there!

Host Contact Information:

Joe Gallagher
[Joe's contact information]

Race Bannon
[Race's contact information]
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